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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0423379A1] In a military protective helmet having a dome (1) resistant to bombardment and a band arrangement (2) connected firmly to
the helmet dome (1) at a plurality of points (7, 8) and functioning as internal equipment, which consists of an approximately horizontally encircling
annular supporting band (3) and of bands (4) which radiate from a central fastening piece (5) on the top side and the ends of which are connected
firmly to the supporting band (3), the band arrangement allows all-round shock absorption, especially under the effect of shot, and good ventilation, if
the band arrangement (2) consists of plastic and forms a supporting basket, if all the bands (3, 4) of the supporting basket (2) have formed-on knobs
(12) pointing towards the inner face of the helmet dome (1), if there extend from the bands (4, 5'), above the supporting band (3), fastening strips
(6, 9) which have no knobs and the end of which thus connected firmly to the helmet dome (1), if the supporting basket (2) bears via the knobs (12)
against the inner face of the helmet dome (1), if two adjacent radiating bands (4) are connected to one another by means of at least one connecting
band (5'), and if the radiating bands (4) have approximately the width of the knobs (12) designed as hollow cylinders. <IMAGE>
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